Welcome to the 2020 Virtual Forum for Excellence
Training on Instructional Practices for Postsecondary Success (TIPPS)

An Introduction to Professional Learning Modules

Forum for Excellence 2020
Thank you for joining us!

• Dr. Aime´e Julian
  Director, ICSPS

• Brittany Boston
  Associate Director for Equity and Outreach, ICSPS

• Shanna Shipman
  Subject Matter Consultant
History and Purpose of the TIPPS Modules:

- A collaboration between ICSPS and ICCB.
- Pedagogical support for postsecondary CTE instructors.
- A stand-alone training OR supplement to professional development programs.
Something to think about:

What aspects of curriculum, instruction, and assessment require the most support for postsecondary CTE instructors?
Modules Focus on Evidence-Based Practices:

**Conditions**
Create optimal conditions for learning in an equitable and effective learning environment.

**Curriculum**
Design an accessible curriculum for learner variability using the Universal Design for Learning framework.

**Instruction**
Apply instructional practices that are both rigorous and relevant to increase student engagement.

**Assessment**
Use a balanced assessment and feedback system to target instruction for individual success.
Ways to engage with TIPPS modules:

- Individually, self-paced
- Collaboratively with a cohort of peers
- Collaboratively with guided facilitation
Practical activities:

• Application
• Connection
• Exploration
• Reflection
Goal: Access and equity for well-prepared learners.
TIPPS Modules Roll-out: Phase One

Pilot Opportunity

Comments Period
How might your instructors use TIPPS?
For questions or to engage in the pilot:

Aime´e Julian, PhD
Director, ICSPS
alafoll@ilstu.edu
309.438.5122

Visit us at icsps.illinoisstate.edu.
Thank you for your attendance.

Please be sure to complete the end of session evaluation.
Follow us for Forum updates, giveaways, engagement, and information!
#Forum4Excellence2020
#Excellence4Equity

Adult Education
Illinois Professional Network
Facebook: @AdEdILPDN
Instagram: @AdEdPDNIL
Twitter: @ILAdEdPDN

CTE
Illinois Center for Professional Support
Facebook: @ISUICSPS
Twitter: @isu_icsps

Illinois Community College Board
Facebook: @illinoiscommunitycolleges
Engage with us!

Submit your photo to our LIVE Photo Mosaic Wall!

- Text your photo to: (585) 207-6225

Watch the Mosaic Wall come together LIVE on Friday, September 25th 8:30 AM- 12:30 PM.

- See Agenda for details.
Thank you to our Sponsors!